Introduction
Inland terminals represent objects that enable port capacities disburdening and the expansion of the port gravitational areas. This makes them vital part in today's supply chain management. One of the most important trends in the inland terminal system are methods to determine location of inland terminals by satisfying different requirements.
Choosing the location of inland terminals has to be conducted with care, because it can cause irreversible consequences in urban planning and can create bottlenecks that lead to increase of the price of logistics services [1] . According to Sorensen et al. [2] the best approach to determine the location of inland terminal is the application of network models and the use of multi-criteria analysis.
In this paper we used the gravity center method and median method as quantitative ones and Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP), ELECTRE and PROMETHEE as complex decision methods to determine inland terminal location. The analysis contains five cities across Croatia: Slavonski Brod, Karlovac, Koprivnica, Osijek and Split, which is referred to herein as the alternatives and five criteria which are evaluated.
In classical gravitation method the optimal inland terminal location (ITL) is determined as a point on the map where the total transport costs that are induced by transporting goods to and from N different customers are minimal [11] . Because the costs depend on unit transport costs R i , demand volume V i and the shortest distance d i from ith customer to the optimal location as the center of gravity:
In median method the ITL is obtained by the calculation of the cumulative weight. Cartesian coordinates (X i , Y i ), i = 1, ..., N are used for customers, and (X -0 , Y -0 ) are coordinates for ITL [6] . In the minimization of objective function, we use the Manhattan or taxi -cab metric pondered by weights V i � R i = w i .
•
Complex decision by AHP method is to rank criteria and alternatives in purpose to obtain optimal solution. Qualitative criteria are compared in pairs [8] . Preference is used in the process of finding optimal choice, in our case the location of inland terminal. It is usual to mark the weak preference relation by symbol �. In our case i � ji � j represents that the location j has weak preference over location i.
We calculate each coefficient a ij which represent the value preference of criterion i ahead of criterion j and construct matrix A shown in (3) . These coefficients present ranking preference from the same over weak, strong, demonstrated and absolute preference. In that case,
Criteria are obtained as the components of eigenvector w and then can be ranked. In the procedure we also get maximal eigenvalue α max of the matrix A using the power method.
In Elimination Et Choice Translating Reality (ELECTRE) method alternatives a and b are ranked by aSb or aPb if a is at least good as b or if a is much better than b. Alternatives are ranked according the criteria, by counting criteria that support one of given alternative pair [4] .
Preference Ranking Organization METHod for Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE), for complex decision in a set of alternatives S, represent a problem [3] :
where criterion functions f i (a) are defined discretely by sequences of arbitrary ordinal numbers assigned to each alternative. Preference function
is defined such that F(a,b) = 0 means weak preference of a over b and F(a,b) = 1 means strong preference of a over b.
is some non-decreasing function which takes value zero for
. Problem could be defined vice versa, but the preference function must be defined first. In our paper we defined criterion functions first.
Solution methods
Given values in the classic gravitation problem (1) are R i , V i and Cartesian coordinates for each customer in kilometer's units [11] . If we use the shortest, Euclidian, distance, then (1) is transforming into
where K i is strong unit weight value in coordinate system. Unknown ITL coordinates are obtained from necessary conditions for extrema:
= 0 and = 0
After finding the derivative of the transport cost function TC, it is possible to express the unknown coordinates explicitly:
are the mean values of X i , Y i respectively, pondered by V i � R i according to the following formula:
The unknown values are found by iterative method through the following steps: 6. Repeat steps 2.-5. till the costs become the same under some tolerance Problem described in (2) is solved using median method by finding a mean coordinate within X i and Y i separately, considering their weights [6] . After aligning the coordinates X i increasingly, we calculate the cumulative values for related sequence of weights. If j -th cumulative value amounts a half or a more than a half of the last cumulative value, then X j = X -. Formally, this method is written in following inequality conditions for j -th coordinate:
Analogue solution method for Y k = Y -is written in following inequality conditions for k -th coordinate:
Finally, optimal location is obtained as a pair
In AHP method, the maximal eigenvalue λ max and its eigenvector w for the matrix A from (3) satisfies following relation [10] :
Each eigenvector's component is obtained, in the first iteration, by summing related row of matrix A. Vector in the first iteration is hardly close to the wanted eigenvector w. In the second iteration, elements in rows are summing for matrix A � A. In the third iteration summing is done for A � A � A. Process stops when difference between compo-nents of two successive vectors are less then (small) value given in advance. The vector obtained in the last iteration is wanted eigenvector w from (12) .
Solving the complex decision problem by ELECTRE method presumes given matrix [13] ℎ ℎ ℎ ℎ
where elements h ij are numbers from an arbitrary ordinary scale such that every column describes order of given alternatives. So every h ij is a ranking estimation for i -th alternative according to the j -th criterion. Furthermore, the vector for ranking criteria is also necessary:
where components are elements of arbitrary ordinary scale. Considering A and B are given, one must proceed through the next steps. 1. Calculate the normalized decision matrix R = (r ij ) with elements calculated by a ij from (12):
2. Calculate the normalized weighted decision matrix V ij by values b i from (13):
3. Determinate concordance (C kl ) and discordance (D kl ) sets consisted of criteria indices j by definition C kl = �j, h kj � h lj �. Elements of nonconformity set consist of values j that do not belong to the relevant conformity set.
4. Format concordance (C) and discordance matrix (D). C matrix is m × m dimensional and it does not take value on diagonal. The elements of matrix C are calculated by the following formula. 8. The order of alternatives is defined by counting values 1 in related row for every alternative. Absolutely dominated alternative has the highest number of values 1 in its correspondence row.
PROMETHEE method given by (4) is based on assumption that decision maker defined criterion functions f i and its importance factors π i , i = 1, ..., k. For example, preference function can be defined by formula [3] :
Final result is obtained from the preference function values matrix with rows defined by every possible pair of alternatives, and columns defined by criteria. Every row as k -dimensional vector in dot product with k -dimensional vector of scalar weights gives decision intensities for each alternative pair.
Scalars obtained above are elements in matrix with alternatives in rows and in the columns. Elements in the i -th row and j -th column represents the flow from i -th alternative to j -th alternative. Then it is possible to calculate average input flow T + and average output flow T -for every alternative. The bigger difference T + -T -is, the better alternative preference is.
Solution methods applications
In this chapter, the methods explained above are compared to each other. Every method takes the same alternatives given as the possible location for an ITL. There are Slavonski Brod, Karlovac, Koprivnica, Osijek and Split.
For solving the ITL problem by classical gravity method, according to (9) , the initial ITL coordinates are obtained in the Table 1 .
According to (8) further iterative performance is proceeded from initial point (X -0 , Y -0 ) = (140, 173). In the Table  2 , the first step is shown. The next step is obtained by replacing the coordinates of previous step with the coordinates of the next step.
In this problem, the second step is immediately the final one as shown in Table 3 . According to the Table 3 , the best alternative for setting the ITL is Slavonski Brod because the distance between (162, 154) and (190,152) is the smallest among all alternatives.
Median method requires increase ranking, separately done by X and Y coordinates of alternatives. After that, Table 2 The step procedure from initial to the first step weights have to be assigned to related coordinates and then the conditions (10) and (11) are taken to get both median coordinate value. These median coordinates represent solution of ITL problem. Data is given in Table 4 . Abscissa and ordinate of ITL solution by median method are bolded in Table 4 , so (X -, Y -) = (190, 190) .
AHP method, according to (3) and (12) solves the problem by finding the eigenvector through the following procedure. Criteria definition and their relationships are given in Table 5 .
Values from Table 5 are shown in the following matrix for the procedure. Now we have to compare the alternatives considering the criteria given in Table 5 . For goods flow there is a matrix Calculating A GF from (24) we obtain the normalized eigenvector which indicate that the first criteria is the most important one. Input values necessary for constructing the matrix H from (13) and vector B from (14) in ELECTRE method are given by Table 7 and Table 8 respectively.
Steps mentioned in chapter 1 are now processed. In the first step the matrix 
The second step is processed by formula (16) and provide the following matrix: 
Considering the values c and d in (39) and (40) we can obtain dominance matrices of concordance F and of discordance G by step seven. By the ELECTRE method the best alternative to solve ITL problem is the one with the highest number of value 1 in the row of matrix E (43). From Table 9 it is clear that Split is the best alternative. Given data for using the PROMETHEE method are in the next two tables. As in the all methods above, here the five alternatives and five criteria are observed. Table 10 displays  criteria functions and Table 11 displays criteria estimations.
The last alternative (Split) is obviously dominate and there for it is excluded from further observations. Each of five preference functions is defined by (21). The following tables display preference functions for each possible pear of alternatives according to every criteria functions. Table 12 Preference function for Goods flow criterion
Alternative pair
3 -4 = -1 0 Table 13 Preference function for Infrastructure criterion
According to Table 11 , the preference function given by (21) is modified for labor market criterion into formula (44): According to Table 11 , the preference function given by (21) is modified for Port impact criterion into formula (45): Preference function for City logistics criterion, according to Table 11 is calculated by (21). Final results table is filed with preference function values as follows. 
For every alternative pear, according to importance factor from Table 11 , preference indices for each pair are calculated as a dot product. Dot products described in chapter 2 give the values displayed in Table 18 . Final result from Table 18 . is clearly presented in Table  19 , together with average output flow (T + ) and average input flow (T -). Final alternative ranking is done according to the absolute difference between average input and output flows. Finally, the best alternative for ITL problem is Split. From Table 20 , the other alternatives are ranked, so Osijek is second best, then Slavonski Brod is following and at the end are Karlovac and Koprivnica.
Pair notation

Conclusion
In this paper we presented a classical gravity method and median method as quantitative methods. Input data for this methods are coordinates of possible ITL which can be taken from a geographic map. The origin of coordinate system is recommended to be a sea port that is connected with inland terminal. Other values needed for classical gravity and median method are taken from current market situation. There might be other important quantity criteria which decision maker can use to obtain appropriate ITL. Complex decision quality methods considered in this paper are Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP), ELECTRE and PROMETHEE method. Input data is qualitative and depends on decision maker opportunity, experience and sense. Methods are used to objectively analyze several subjective evaluations.
Comparing the final results of observed five mathematical methods, this paper displayed that both quantitative and qualitative methods are giving similar solutions for ITL problem.
